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It has never been so easy to collect all sorts of data; but extract insights from these data is far from trivial. Several context-
specific approaches to exploit “Big Data” have been proposed; one of which is known as process mining (PM). PM aims
to exploit a certain type of data (called event logs) to construct a (timed) model of the underlying process; that is, which
actions take place, in which order, how long do they take, with which probability, which alternatives, etc. Event logs have
a very particular structure: events have timestamps, refer to activities and resources, and need to be correlated to form
process instances.

PM has grown into amature and widely-used technique for optimization of business processes (for example, identifying
bottlenecks in a hospitals file processing) or conformance checking (i.e., verifying that the process is following the spec-
ification). It is supported by an IEEE taskforce, has its own international conference, pedagogical resources and, most
importantly, solid (open source) tooling that implements the technique! PM thus appears has a mature technology; the
question is, can it be useful beyond its traditional use cases? While there has been some first works applying PM to the
identification of social networks, I have not seen anything related to computer networks so far.

As the scale and complexity of networks keep increasing, it is evermore important to have efficient tools andmethods to
monitor networks dynamics. This is the core challenge of the entire network monitoring and measurement field. Today
it remains challenging to visualize and keep up to date network state information such as the currently used BGP routes,
intra-domain forwarding, etc. One particular challenge is to visualize non-constant behavior (such as load-balancing be-
tween paths) and unpredictable state transitions (such as link failures, or new BGP advertisements). Another interesting
application of PM relates to security: using PM, one can detect anomalous/unusual process executions and use that as
the trigger for anomaly detection.

The goal of this project is to explore the potential of PM to realize a new kind of monitoring that could unveil complex
network dynamics. Concretely,

a) Start by exploring existing datasets/event logs to understand better how PMworks and what it can do.

b) Look at existing networking dataset (e.g., the BGP announcement collected by RIPE RIS and RouteViews BGP col-
lectors) and see what type of “process” we can discover in there. This should help us understand what is necessary
to get useful insights from PM.

c) If interesting networking dataset for PM do not exist yet, design a measurement campaign to create some (most
likely in simulation).
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Resources

• Existing dataset (non-networking): www.tf-pm.org/resources/logs

• Online course on PM: www.coursera.org/learn/process-mining/home/welcome

• IEEE task force on PM: www.tf-pm.org/

• The ProM tool (free, open source): www.promtools.org/
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Papers related to process mining

• CACMpaper on PM (2012): dl.acm.org/doi/10.1145/2240236.2240257

• PMmanifesto: link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007/978-3-642-28108-219

• 2020 conf on PM: ieeexplore.ieee.org/xpl/conhome/9229478/proceeding

• ProM paper: link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007/1149474425

• PM for security: www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1571066105000228

• PM for social network discovery: https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s10606-005-9005-9

• PM peer-review: springerplus.springeropen.com/articles/10.1186/s40064-015-1183-4

• PM for software repo: ieeexplore.ieee.org/abstract/document/5741254

• PM for software usage: dl.acm.org/doi/abs/10.1145/2652524.2652583

• How-to PM: link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s10009-015-0399-5

Surveys

• 2020, general review: www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0957417419303161 (see in particular Table 4)

• 2016, healthcare: www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1532046416300296

• 2020, industrial app: dl.acm.org/doi/abs/10.1145/2652524.2652583
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                \def   \errmessage  LaTeX Error: Can be used only in preamble.

See the LaTeX manual or LaTeX Companion for explanation.
Type  H <return>  for immediate help   \endgroup   \errhelp \let \def \MessageBreak  
(inputenc)                 \def   \errmessage  Package inputenc Error: Unicode character  (U+200B)\MessageBreak not set up for use with LaTeX.

See the inputenc package documentation for explanation.
Type  H <return>  for immediate help   \endgroup article/\protect \begingroup \immediate \write \@unused   \def \MessageBreak  
 \let \protect \edef  You may provide a definition with\MessageBreak \protect \begingroup \immediate \write \@unused   \def \MessageBreak  
 \let \protect \edef  Your command was ignored.\MessageBreak Type  I <command> <return>  to replace it with another command,\MessageBreak or  <return>  to continue without it.  \errhelp \let \def \MessageBreak  
                \def   \errmessage  LaTeX Error: Can be used only in preamble.

See the LaTeX manual or LaTeX Companion for explanation.
Type  H <return>  for immediate help   \endgroup   \errhelp \let \def \MessageBreak  
(inputenc)                 \def   \errmessage  Package inputenc Error: Unicode character  (U+200B)\MessageBreak not set up for use with LaTeX.

See the inputenc package documentation for explanation.
Type  H <return>  for immediate help   \endgroup 10.1007/\protect \begingroup \immediate \write \@unused   \def \MessageBreak  
 \let \protect \edef  You may provide a definition with\MessageBreak \protect \begingroup \immediate \write \@unused   \def \MessageBreak  
 \let \protect \edef  Your command was ignored.\MessageBreak Type  I <command> <return>  to replace it with another command,\MessageBreak or  <return>  to continue without it.  \errhelp \let \def \MessageBreak  
                \def   \errmessage  LaTeX Error: Can be used only in preamble.

See the LaTeX manual or LaTeX Companion for explanation.
Type  H <return>  for immediate help   \endgroup   \errhelp \let \def \MessageBreak  
(inputenc)                 \def   \errmessage  Package inputenc Error: Unicode character  (U+200B)\MessageBreak not set up for use with LaTeX.

See the inputenc package documentation for explanation.
Type  H <return>  for immediate help   \endgroup s10606-005-9005-9
https://\protect \begingroup \immediate \write \@unused   \def \MessageBreak  
 \let \protect \edef  You may provide a definition with\MessageBreak \protect \begingroup \immediate \write \@unused   \def \MessageBreak  
 \let \protect \edef  Your command was ignored.\MessageBreak Type  I <command> <return>  to replace it with another command,\MessageBreak or  <return>  to continue without it.  \errhelp \let \def \MessageBreak  
                \def   \errmessage  LaTeX Error: Can be used only in preamble.

See the LaTeX manual or LaTeX Companion for explanation.
Type  H <return>  for immediate help   \endgroup   \errhelp \let \def \MessageBreak  
(inputenc)                 \def   \errmessage  Package inputenc Error: Unicode character  (U+200B)\MessageBreak not set up for use with LaTeX.

See the inputenc package documentation for explanation.
Type  H <return>  for immediate help   \endgroup springerplus.springeropen.com/\protect \begingroup \immediate \write \@unused   \def \MessageBreak  
 \let \protect \edef  You may provide a definition with\MessageBreak \protect \begingroup \immediate \write \@unused   \def \MessageBreak  
 \let \protect \edef  Your command was ignored.\MessageBreak Type  I <command> <return>  to replace it with another command,\MessageBreak or  <return>  to continue without it.  \errhelp \let \def \MessageBreak  
                \def   \errmessage  LaTeX Error: Can be used only in preamble.

See the LaTeX manual or LaTeX Companion for explanation.
Type  H <return>  for immediate help   \endgroup   \errhelp \let \def \MessageBreak  
(inputenc)                 \def   \errmessage  Package inputenc Error: Unicode character  (U+200B)\MessageBreak not set up for use with LaTeX.

See the inputenc package documentation for explanation.
Type  H <return>  for immediate help   \endgroup articles/\protect \begingroup \immediate \write \@unused   \def \MessageBreak  
 \let \protect \edef  You may provide a definition with\MessageBreak \protect \begingroup \immediate \write \@unused   \def \MessageBreak  
 \let \protect \edef  Your command was ignored.\MessageBreak Type  I <command> <return>  to replace it with another command,\MessageBreak or  <return>  to continue without it.  \errhelp \let \def \MessageBreak  
                \def   \errmessage  LaTeX Error: Can be used only in preamble.

See the LaTeX manual or LaTeX Companion for explanation.
Type  H <return>  for immediate help   \endgroup   \errhelp \let \def \MessageBreak  
(inputenc)                 \def   \errmessage  Package inputenc Error: Unicode character  (U+200B)\MessageBreak not set up for use with LaTeX.

See the inputenc package documentation for explanation.
Type  H <return>  for immediate help   \endgroup 10.1186/\protect \begingroup \immediate \write \@unused   \def \MessageBreak  
 \let \protect \edef  You may provide a definition with\MessageBreak \protect \begingroup \immediate \write \@unused   \def \MessageBreak  
 \let \protect \edef  Your command was ignored.\MessageBreak Type  I <command> <return>  to replace it with another command,\MessageBreak or  <return>  to continue without it.  \errhelp \let \def \MessageBreak  
                \def   \errmessage  LaTeX Error: Can be used only in preamble.

See the LaTeX manual or LaTeX Companion for explanation.
Type  H <return>  for immediate help   \endgroup   \errhelp \let \def \MessageBreak  
(inputenc)                 \def   \errmessage  Package inputenc Error: Unicode character  (U+200B)\MessageBreak not set up for use with LaTeX.

See the inputenc package documentation for explanation.
Type  H <return>  for immediate help   \endgroup s40064-015-1183-4
https://\protect \begingroup \immediate \write \@unused   \def \MessageBreak  
 \let \protect \edef  You may provide a definition with\MessageBreak \protect \begingroup \immediate \write \@unused   \def \MessageBreak  
 \let \protect \edef  Your command was ignored.\MessageBreak Type  I <command> <return>  to replace it with another command,\MessageBreak or  <return>  to continue without it.  \errhelp \let \def \MessageBreak  
                \def   \errmessage  LaTeX Error: Can be used only in preamble.

See the LaTeX manual or LaTeX Companion for explanation.
Type  H <return>  for immediate help   \endgroup   \errhelp \let \def \MessageBreak  
(inputenc)                 \def   \errmessage  Package inputenc Error: Unicode character  (U+200B)\MessageBreak not set up for use with LaTeX.

See the inputenc package documentation for explanation.
Type  H <return>  for immediate help   \endgroup ieeexplore.ieee.org/\protect \begingroup \immediate \write \@unused   \def \MessageBreak  
 \let \protect \edef  You may provide a definition with\MessageBreak \protect \begingroup \immediate \write \@unused   \def \MessageBreak  
 \let \protect \edef  Your command was ignored.\MessageBreak Type  I <command> <return>  to replace it with another command,\MessageBreak or  <return>  to continue without it.  \errhelp \let \def \MessageBreak  
                \def   \errmessage  LaTeX Error: Can be used only in preamble.

See the LaTeX manual or LaTeX Companion for explanation.
Type  H <return>  for immediate help   \endgroup   \errhelp \let \def \MessageBreak  
(inputenc)                 \def   \errmessage  Package inputenc Error: Unicode character  (U+200B)\MessageBreak not set up for use with LaTeX.

See the inputenc package documentation for explanation.
Type  H <return>  for immediate help   \endgroup abstract/\protect \begingroup \immediate \write \@unused   \def \MessageBreak  
 \let \protect \edef  You may provide a definition with\MessageBreak \protect \begingroup \immediate \write \@unused   \def \MessageBreak  
 \let \protect \edef  Your command was ignored.\MessageBreak Type  I <command> <return>  to replace it with another command,\MessageBreak or  <return>  to continue without it.  \errhelp \let \def \MessageBreak  
                \def   \errmessage  LaTeX Error: Can be used only in preamble.

See the LaTeX manual or LaTeX Companion for explanation.
Type  H <return>  for immediate help   \endgroup   \errhelp \let \def \MessageBreak  
(inputenc)                 \def   \errmessage  Package inputenc Error: Unicode character  (U+200B)\MessageBreak not set up for use with LaTeX.

See the inputenc package documentation for explanation.
Type  H <return>  for immediate help   \endgroup document/\protect \begingroup \immediate \write \@unused   \def \MessageBreak  
 \let \protect \edef  You may provide a definition with\MessageBreak \protect \begingroup \immediate \write \@unused   \def \MessageBreak  
 \let \protect \edef  Your command was ignored.\MessageBreak Type  I <command> <return>  to replace it with another command,\MessageBreak or  <return>  to continue without it.  \errhelp \let \def \MessageBreak  
                \def   \errmessage  LaTeX Error: Can be used only in preamble.

See the LaTeX manual or LaTeX Companion for explanation.
Type  H <return>  for immediate help   \endgroup   \errhelp \let \def \MessageBreak  
(inputenc)                 \def   \errmessage  Package inputenc Error: Unicode character  (U+200B)\MessageBreak not set up for use with LaTeX.

See the inputenc package documentation for explanation.
Type  H <return>  for immediate help   \endgroup 5741254
https://\protect \begingroup \immediate \write \@unused   \def \MessageBreak  
 \let \protect \edef  You may provide a definition with\MessageBreak \protect \begingroup \immediate \write \@unused   \def \MessageBreak  
 \let \protect \edef  Your command was ignored.\MessageBreak Type  I <command> <return>  to replace it with another command,\MessageBreak or  <return>  to continue without it.  \errhelp \let \def \MessageBreak  
                \def   \errmessage  LaTeX Error: Can be used only in preamble.

See the LaTeX manual or LaTeX Companion for explanation.
Type  H <return>  for immediate help   \endgroup   \errhelp \let \def \MessageBreak  
(inputenc)                 \def   \errmessage  Package inputenc Error: Unicode character  (U+200B)\MessageBreak not set up for use with LaTeX.

See the inputenc package documentation for explanation.
Type  H <return>  for immediate help   \endgroup dl.acm.org/\protect \begingroup \immediate \write \@unused   \def \MessageBreak  
 \let \protect \edef  You may provide a definition with\MessageBreak \protect \begingroup \immediate \write \@unused   \def \MessageBreak  
 \let \protect \edef  Your command was ignored.\MessageBreak Type  I <command> <return>  to replace it with another command,\MessageBreak or  <return>  to continue without it.  \errhelp \let \def \MessageBreak  
                \def   \errmessage  LaTeX Error: Can be used only in preamble.

See the LaTeX manual or LaTeX Companion for explanation.
Type  H <return>  for immediate help   \endgroup   \errhelp \let \def \MessageBreak  
(inputenc)                 \def   \errmessage  Package inputenc Error: Unicode character  (U+200B)\MessageBreak not set up for use with LaTeX.

See the inputenc package documentation for explanation.
Type  H <return>  for immediate help   \endgroup doi/\protect \begingroup \immediate \write \@unused   \def \MessageBreak  
 \let \protect \edef  You may provide a definition with\MessageBreak \protect \begingroup \immediate \write \@unused   \def \MessageBreak  
 \let \protect \edef  Your command was ignored.\MessageBreak Type  I <command> <return>  to replace it with another command,\MessageBreak or  <return>  to continue without it.  \errhelp \let \def \MessageBreak  
                \def   \errmessage  LaTeX Error: Can be used only in preamble.

See the LaTeX manual or LaTeX Companion for explanation.
Type  H <return>  for immediate help   \endgroup   \errhelp \let \def \MessageBreak  
(inputenc)                 \def   \errmessage  Package inputenc Error: Unicode character  (U+200B)\MessageBreak not set up for use with LaTeX.

See the inputenc package documentation for explanation.
Type  H <return>  for immediate help   \endgroup abs/\protect \begingroup \immediate \write \@unused   \def \MessageBreak  
 \let \protect \edef  You may provide a definition with\MessageBreak \protect \begingroup \immediate \write \@unused   \def \MessageBreak  
 \let \protect \edef  Your command was ignored.\MessageBreak Type  I <command> <return>  to replace it with another command,\MessageBreak or  <return>  to continue without it.  \errhelp \let \def \MessageBreak  
                \def   \errmessage  LaTeX Error: Can be used only in preamble.

See the LaTeX manual or LaTeX Companion for explanation.
Type  H <return>  for immediate help   \endgroup   \errhelp \let \def \MessageBreak  
(inputenc)                 \def   \errmessage  Package inputenc Error: Unicode character  (U+200B)\MessageBreak not set up for use with LaTeX.

See the inputenc package documentation for explanation.
Type  H <return>  for immediate help   \endgroup 10.1145/\protect \begingroup \immediate \write \@unused   \def \MessageBreak  
 \let \protect \edef  You may provide a definition with\MessageBreak \protect \begingroup \immediate \write \@unused   \def \MessageBreak  
 \let \protect \edef  Your command was ignored.\MessageBreak Type  I <command> <return>  to replace it with another command,\MessageBreak or  <return>  to continue without it.  \errhelp \let \def \MessageBreak  
                \def   \errmessage  LaTeX Error: Can be used only in preamble.

See the LaTeX manual or LaTeX Companion for explanation.
Type  H <return>  for immediate help   \endgroup   \errhelp \let \def \MessageBreak  
(inputenc)                 \def   \errmessage  Package inputenc Error: Unicode character  (U+200B)\MessageBreak not set up for use with LaTeX.

See the inputenc package documentation for explanation.
Type  H <return>  for immediate help   \endgroup 2652524.2652583
https://\protect \begingroup \immediate \write \@unused   \def \MessageBreak  
 \let \protect \edef  You may provide a definition with\MessageBreak \protect \begingroup \immediate \write \@unused   \def \MessageBreak  
 \let \protect \edef  Your command was ignored.\MessageBreak Type  I <command> <return>  to replace it with another command,\MessageBreak or  <return>  to continue without it.  \errhelp \let \def \MessageBreak  
                \def   \errmessage  LaTeX Error: Can be used only in preamble.

See the LaTeX manual or LaTeX Companion for explanation.
Type  H <return>  for immediate help   \endgroup   \errhelp \let \def \MessageBreak  
(inputenc)                 \def   \errmessage  Package inputenc Error: Unicode character  (U+200B)\MessageBreak not set up for use with LaTeX.

See the inputenc package documentation for explanation.
Type  H <return>  for immediate help   \endgroup link.springer.com/\protect \begingroup \immediate \write \@unused   \def \MessageBreak  
 \let \protect \edef  You may provide a definition with\MessageBreak \protect \begingroup \immediate \write \@unused   \def \MessageBreak  
 \let \protect \edef  Your command was ignored.\MessageBreak Type  I <command> <return>  to replace it with another command,\MessageBreak or  <return>  to continue without it.  \errhelp \let \def \MessageBreak  
                \def   \errmessage  LaTeX Error: Can be used only in preamble.

See the LaTeX manual or LaTeX Companion for explanation.
Type  H <return>  for immediate help   \endgroup   \errhelp \let \def \MessageBreak  
(inputenc)                 \def   \errmessage  Package inputenc Error: Unicode character  (U+200B)\MessageBreak not set up for use with LaTeX.

See the inputenc package documentation for explanation.
Type  H <return>  for immediate help   \endgroup article/\protect \begingroup \immediate \write \@unused   \def \MessageBreak  
 \let \protect \edef  You may provide a definition with\MessageBreak \protect \begingroup \immediate \write \@unused   \def \MessageBreak  
 \let \protect \edef  Your command was ignored.\MessageBreak Type  I <command> <return>  to replace it with another command,\MessageBreak or  <return>  to continue without it.  \errhelp \let \def \MessageBreak  
                \def   \errmessage  LaTeX Error: Can be used only in preamble.

See the LaTeX manual or LaTeX Companion for explanation.
Type  H <return>  for immediate help   \endgroup   \errhelp \let \def \MessageBreak  
(inputenc)                 \def   \errmessage  Package inputenc Error: Unicode character  (U+200B)\MessageBreak not set up for use with LaTeX.

See the inputenc package documentation for explanation.
Type  H <return>  for immediate help   \endgroup 10.1007/\protect \begingroup \immediate \write \@unused   \def \MessageBreak  
 \let \protect \edef  You may provide a definition with\MessageBreak \protect \begingroup \immediate \write \@unused   \def \MessageBreak  
 \let \protect \edef  Your command was ignored.\MessageBreak Type  I <command> <return>  to replace it with another command,\MessageBreak or  <return>  to continue without it.  \errhelp \let \def \MessageBreak  
                \def   \errmessage  LaTeX Error: Can be used only in preamble.

See the LaTeX manual or LaTeX Companion for explanation.
Type  H <return>  for immediate help   \endgroup   \errhelp \let \def \MessageBreak  
(inputenc)                 \def   \errmessage  Package inputenc Error: Unicode character  (U+200B)\MessageBreak not set up for use with LaTeX.

See the inputenc package documentation for explanation.
Type  H <return>  for immediate help   \endgroup s10009-015-0399-5
https://\protect \begingroup \immediate \write \@unused   \def \MessageBreak  
 \let \protect \edef  You may provide a definition with\MessageBreak \protect \begingroup \immediate \write \@unused   \def \MessageBreak  
 \let \protect \edef  Your command was ignored.\MessageBreak Type  I <command> <return>  to replace it with another command,\MessageBreak or  <return>  to continue without it.  \errhelp \let \def \MessageBreak  
                \def   \errmessage  LaTeX Error: Can be used only in preamble.

See the LaTeX manual or LaTeX Companion for explanation.
Type  H <return>  for immediate help   \endgroup   \errhelp \let \def \MessageBreak  
(inputenc)                 \def   \errmessage  Package inputenc Error: Unicode character  (U+200B)\MessageBreak not set up for use with LaTeX.

See the inputenc package documentation for explanation.
Type  H <return>  for immediate help   \endgroup www.sciencedirect.com/\protect \begingroup \immediate \write \@unused   \def \MessageBreak  
 \let \protect \edef  You may provide a definition with\MessageBreak \protect \begingroup \immediate \write \@unused   \def \MessageBreak  
 \let \protect \edef  Your command was ignored.\MessageBreak Type  I <command> <return>  to replace it with another command,\MessageBreak or  <return>  to continue without it.  \errhelp \let \def \MessageBreak  
                \def   \errmessage  LaTeX Error: Can be used only in preamble.

See the LaTeX manual or LaTeX Companion for explanation.
Type  H <return>  for immediate help   \endgroup   \errhelp \let \def \MessageBreak  
(inputenc)                 \def   \errmessage  Package inputenc Error: Unicode character  (U+200B)\MessageBreak not set up for use with LaTeX.

See the inputenc package documentation for explanation.
Type  H <return>  for immediate help   \endgroup science/\protect \begingroup \immediate \write \@unused   \def \MessageBreak  
 \let \protect \edef  You may provide a definition with\MessageBreak \protect \begingroup \immediate \write \@unused   \def \MessageBreak  
 \let \protect \edef  Your command was ignored.\MessageBreak Type  I <command> <return>  to replace it with another command,\MessageBreak or  <return>  to continue without it.  \errhelp \let \def \MessageBreak  
                \def   \errmessage  LaTeX Error: Can be used only in preamble.

See the LaTeX manual or LaTeX Companion for explanation.
Type  H <return>  for immediate help   \endgroup   \errhelp \let \def \MessageBreak  
(inputenc)                 \def   \errmessage  Package inputenc Error: Unicode character  (U+200B)\MessageBreak not set up for use with LaTeX.

See the inputenc package documentation for explanation.
Type  H <return>  for immediate help   \endgroup article/\protect \begingroup \immediate \write \@unused   \def \MessageBreak  
 \let \protect \edef  You may provide a definition with\MessageBreak \protect \begingroup \immediate \write \@unused   \def \MessageBreak  
 \let \protect \edef  Your command was ignored.\MessageBreak Type  I <command> <return>  to replace it with another command,\MessageBreak or  <return>  to continue without it.  \errhelp \let \def \MessageBreak  
                \def   \errmessage  LaTeX Error: Can be used only in preamble.

See the LaTeX manual or LaTeX Companion for explanation.
Type  H <return>  for immediate help   \endgroup   \errhelp \let \def \MessageBreak  
(inputenc)                 \def   \errmessage  Package inputenc Error: Unicode character  (U+200B)\MessageBreak not set up for use with LaTeX.

See the inputenc package documentation for explanation.
Type  H <return>  for immediate help   \endgroup pii/\protect \begingroup \immediate \write \@unused   \def \MessageBreak  
 \let \protect \edef  You may provide a definition with\MessageBreak \protect \begingroup \immediate \write \@unused   \def \MessageBreak  
 \let \protect \edef  Your command was ignored.\MessageBreak Type  I <command> <return>  to replace it with another command,\MessageBreak or  <return>  to continue without it.  \errhelp \let \def \MessageBreak  
                \def   \errmessage  LaTeX Error: Can be used only in preamble.

See the LaTeX manual or LaTeX Companion for explanation.
Type  H <return>  for immediate help   \endgroup   \errhelp \let \def \MessageBreak  
(inputenc)                 \def   \errmessage  Package inputenc Error: Unicode character  (U+200B)\MessageBreak not set up for use with LaTeX.

See the inputenc package documentation for explanation.
Type  H <return>  for immediate help   \endgroup S0957417419303161
https://\protect \begingroup \immediate \write \@unused   \def \MessageBreak  
 \let \protect \edef  You may provide a definition with\MessageBreak \protect \begingroup \immediate \write \@unused   \def \MessageBreak  
 \let \protect \edef  Your command was ignored.\MessageBreak Type  I <command> <return>  to replace it with another command,\MessageBreak or  <return>  to continue without it.  \errhelp \let \def \MessageBreak  
                \def   \errmessage  LaTeX Error: Can be used only in preamble.

See the LaTeX manual or LaTeX Companion for explanation.
Type  H <return>  for immediate help   \endgroup   \errhelp \let \def \MessageBreak  
(inputenc)                 \def   \errmessage  Package inputenc Error: Unicode character  (U+200B)\MessageBreak not set up for use with LaTeX.

See the inputenc package documentation for explanation.
Type  H <return>  for immediate help   \endgroup www.sciencedirect.com/\protect \begingroup \immediate \write \@unused   \def \MessageBreak  
 \let \protect \edef  You may provide a definition with\MessageBreak \protect \begingroup \immediate \write \@unused   \def \MessageBreak  
 \let \protect \edef  Your command was ignored.\MessageBreak Type  I <command> <return>  to replace it with another command,\MessageBreak or  <return>  to continue without it.  \errhelp \let \def \MessageBreak  
                \def   \errmessage  LaTeX Error: Can be used only in preamble.

See the LaTeX manual or LaTeX Companion for explanation.
Type  H <return>  for immediate help   \endgroup   \errhelp \let \def \MessageBreak  
(inputenc)                 \def   \errmessage  Package inputenc Error: Unicode character  (U+200B)\MessageBreak not set up for use with LaTeX.

See the inputenc package documentation for explanation.
Type  H <return>  for immediate help   \endgroup science/\protect \begingroup \immediate \write \@unused   \def \MessageBreak  
 \let \protect \edef  You may provide a definition with\MessageBreak \protect \begingroup \immediate \write \@unused   \def \MessageBreak  
 \let \protect \edef  Your command was ignored.\MessageBreak Type  I <command> <return>  to replace it with another command,\MessageBreak or  <return>  to continue without it.  \errhelp \let \def \MessageBreak  
                \def   \errmessage  LaTeX Error: Can be used only in preamble.

See the LaTeX manual or LaTeX Companion for explanation.
Type  H <return>  for immediate help   \endgroup   \errhelp \let \def \MessageBreak  
(inputenc)                 \def   \errmessage  Package inputenc Error: Unicode character  (U+200B)\MessageBreak not set up for use with LaTeX.

See the inputenc package documentation for explanation.
Type  H <return>  for immediate help   \endgroup article/\protect \begingroup \immediate \write \@unused   \def \MessageBreak  
 \let \protect \edef  You may provide a definition with\MessageBreak \protect \begingroup \immediate \write \@unused   \def \MessageBreak  
 \let \protect \edef  Your command was ignored.\MessageBreak Type  I <command> <return>  to replace it with another command,\MessageBreak or  <return>  to continue without it.  \errhelp \let \def \MessageBreak  
                \def   \errmessage  LaTeX Error: Can be used only in preamble.

See the LaTeX manual or LaTeX Companion for explanation.
Type  H <return>  for immediate help   \endgroup   \errhelp \let \def \MessageBreak  
(inputenc)                 \def   \errmessage  Package inputenc Error: Unicode character  (U+200B)\MessageBreak not set up for use with LaTeX.

See the inputenc package documentation for explanation.
Type  H <return>  for immediate help   \endgroup pii/\protect \begingroup \immediate \write \@unused   \def \MessageBreak  
 \let \protect \edef  You may provide a definition with\MessageBreak \protect \begingroup \immediate \write \@unused   \def \MessageBreak  
 \let \protect \edef  Your command was ignored.\MessageBreak Type  I <command> <return>  to replace it with another command,\MessageBreak or  <return>  to continue without it.  \errhelp \let \def \MessageBreak  
                \def   \errmessage  LaTeX Error: Can be used only in preamble.

See the LaTeX manual or LaTeX Companion for explanation.
Type  H <return>  for immediate help   \endgroup   \errhelp \let \def \MessageBreak  
(inputenc)                 \def   \errmessage  Package inputenc Error: Unicode character  (U+200B)\MessageBreak not set up for use with LaTeX.

See the inputenc package documentation for explanation.
Type  H <return>  for immediate help   \endgroup S1532046416300296
https://\protect \begingroup \immediate \write \@unused   \def \MessageBreak  
 \let \protect \edef  You may provide a definition with\MessageBreak \protect \begingroup \immediate \write \@unused   \def \MessageBreak  
 \let \protect \edef  Your command was ignored.\MessageBreak Type  I <command> <return>  to replace it with another command,\MessageBreak or  <return>  to continue without it.  \errhelp \let \def \MessageBreak  
                \def   \errmessage  LaTeX Error: Can be used only in preamble.

See the LaTeX manual or LaTeX Companion for explanation.
Type  H <return>  for immediate help   \endgroup   \errhelp \let \def \MessageBreak  
(inputenc)                 \def   \errmessage  Package inputenc Error: Unicode character  (U+200B)\MessageBreak not set up for use with LaTeX.

See the inputenc package documentation for explanation.
Type  H <return>  for immediate help   \endgroup dl.acm.org/\protect \begingroup \immediate \write \@unused   \def \MessageBreak  
 \let \protect \edef  You may provide a definition with\MessageBreak \protect \begingroup \immediate \write \@unused   \def \MessageBreak  
 \let \protect \edef  Your command was ignored.\MessageBreak Type  I <command> <return>  to replace it with another command,\MessageBreak or  <return>  to continue without it.  \errhelp \let \def \MessageBreak  
                \def   \errmessage  LaTeX Error: Can be used only in preamble.

See the LaTeX manual or LaTeX Companion for explanation.
Type  H <return>  for immediate help   \endgroup   \errhelp \let \def \MessageBreak  
(inputenc)                 \def   \errmessage  Package inputenc Error: Unicode character  (U+200B)\MessageBreak not set up for use with LaTeX.

See the inputenc package documentation for explanation.
Type  H <return>  for immediate help   \endgroup doi/\protect \begingroup \immediate \write \@unused   \def \MessageBreak  
 \let \protect \edef  You may provide a definition with\MessageBreak \protect \begingroup \immediate \write \@unused   \def \MessageBreak  
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